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ABSTRACT
A wide range of aspects are contained within the speech signal which provides information concerning a particular speaker’s characteristics. Accent is a linguistic trait of speaker identity. It indicates the speaker’s language and social background. The goal of this study is to provide perceptual assessment of accent variation in US native English. The main issue considered is how different components of prosody affect accent perception. This perceptual study employed an ASHA certified acoustic sound booth using 73 listeners (53 male, 20 female). The results from these perceptual experiments indicate the importance of prosody in combination with availability of utterance content via speech signal or transcripts. The trends also indicate that listeners’ decisions are influenced by conceptual representation of prototypical accent characteristics, such as “people from New York talk fast.” These observations suggest that listeners use both bottom-up processing, based on the acoustic input, and top-down processing, based on their conceptual representation of prototypical accent characteristics. Those processes are multi-dimensional in that listeners use utterance content (e.g., meaning or comprehensibility) as well as accent characteristics in the acoustic input even though our experiment focuses on pronunciation features and does not include word selections that are dialect dependent. These findings contribute to a deeper understanding of the cognitive aspects of accent variation, and its applications for speech technology, such as accent classification for speaker identification or speech recognition.

Index Terms: accent, dialect, prosody, perception.

1. Introduction
Accent (or dialect) is a crucial factor for speech technology in various areas including business, security, and language education, as illustrated in Fig. 1. For example, identification or classification of speaker accent can provide useful information for Automatic Speech Recognition and Understanding. Accent and dialect characteristics can also provide important information concerning speaker identity. Automatic Accent Identification therefore, is an important part of technological application of accent characteristics for forensics and security as well as communication. Investigating the cognitive aspect of accent variation is important, since factors based on how humans categorize accents provide meaningful insight and knowledge for further development of accent classification algorithms [1, 2, 3] and speech technology.

The goal of this study is to identify speech characteristics that distinguish different accents perceptually across a variety of US native English accents. Specifically, this study will examine how different components of prosody affect accent perception.

Accent and dialect both refer to linguistic variation of a language. Use of these terms can be ambiguous. In this paper, we use the term accent as defined in Crystal[4] – “The cumulative auditory effect of those features of pronunciation which identify where a person is from regionally and socially. The linguistic literature emphasizes that the term refers to pronunciation only, is thus distinct from dialect, which refers to grammar and vocabulary as well.”

Previous studies on perceptual classification of US native English accents have shown that listeners are able to determine differences between southern and non-southern accents of American English when natural speech is provided (e.g., [5, 6]). Clopper[5] also reported that southern speakers had significantly longer vowel duration compared to New England speakers. This suggests that prosody, duration or tempo in this case, may contribute to accent perception. In addition, it has been suggested that, in the case of foreign accent detection (e.g., US native English vs. German accented English), f0 contour provides cues even with low-pass filtered, unintelligible speech (e.g., [7, 8, 9]).

The analysis in this paper focuses on US native English accent variation and addresses the following two issues: 1) how accurately are listeners able to perceive the variability of accents with only prosodic information (e.g., using low-pass filtered speech without text content), and 2) how prosody, in particular f0 contour or tempo, contributes to the perception of accent. We also discuss how bottom-up processing (e.g., acoustic signals) and top-down processing (e.g., prototypical characteristics of accent) influence accent perception, and the complexity involved in this process.

2. Data, Listeners & Experiments
The test data represent the following native English accents – California, (US west), Mississippi (US south), New York (US northeast). The data set is composed of approximately 3 second
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long sentences extracted from spontaneous speech produced by male speakers in CALLFRIENDS and CALLHOME (available from LDC, www.ldc.upenn.edu). Since this study focuses on accent (or pronunciation) characteristics, the speech data did not include words that are dialect dependent, which may provide additional cues for perceptual classification tasks.

The number of listeners totals 73 (53 males, 20 females). The listeners were all undergraduate students at Univ. of Colorado at Boulder with ages ranging from 18 to 23 years old. A preliminary pure-tone hearing screening was preformed for each subject at ASHA suggested frequencies of (500, 1000, 2000, 4000, 8000)Hz., and all participating listeners passed with normal hearing.

The listening test was conducted individually in an ASHA certified double-wall sound booth using an interactive computer interface and a Bose QC2 headset. Tasks were perceptual classification of US native English accent using natural and processed speech samples. Task 1 focuses on the effect of the presence of the original f0 contour when either the original phonetic content (i.e., vowel and consonant characteristics) or suppressed phonetic content (via low-pass filtering (LPF)) is included in the speech samples. Task 2 focuses on the effect of the presence of the original tempo and f0 contour when the original phonetic content is present.

3. Accent Perception Task 1 Results

For Task 1, the listeners were asked to classify accents using speech samples with the following 4 Conditions:

1) Type 1a (Filter & Monotone) – original duration and energy content, with processed flat f0 contour (e.g., normalized f0 contour resulting in monotone speech), and suppressed phonetic content (i.e., LPF to remove text content).
2) Type 1b (Filter) – original duration, energy and f0 contour, with suppressed phonetic content using LPF,
3) Type 2a (Monotone) – original duration, energy, and phonetic content, with processed/normalized flat f0 contour,
4) Type 2b (Natural) - original, unprocessed speech.

A total of 36 speech samples, 12 per accent type, were presented for each condition. Phonetic content of the speech was suppressed by low-pass filtering (LPF) at 225Hz for Conditions 1 and 2. Monotone speech (flat f0 contour at mean f0 value of each speech sample) was produced using Time-Domain PSOLA [10, 11].

Listener Group 1 (25 listeners) was provided with only audio samples, and Listener Group 2 (24 listeners) was provided with both audio samples and text transcripts for low-pass-filtered, unintelligible speech with suppressed phonetic content (Type 1a - Filter & Monotone, and Type 1b - Filter).

Listeners were also asked to indicate a confidence rating on a 1-5 point scale for each selection. Listener confidence was rated as shown in Fig. 2.

The result in Fig. 3 illustrates the effect of the presence of the original f0 contour on classification accuracy, using Type 1 (low-pass filtered, “unintelligible” with text content removed) speech. When listeners have no access to transcripts (Listener Group 1), the presence of the original f0 contour contributes to classification accuracy 7% relative on average. When transcripts are available (Listener Group 2), the presence of f0 contour improves the classification accuracy 18% relative on average. This indicates that f0 contour provides more meaningful information when listeners know the content of speech (e.g., utterance meaning, word sequence, and possible sequence of phonemes, etc.) although the degree of its effect may vary depending on accent type.

An analysis of confusability between two of the three accents in this study (e.g., CA is misperceived as MS) also indicates that the presence of the original f0 contour impacts the accuracy of perceptual accent classification when transcripts are available (Listener Group 2, a 23% relative gain on average).

The effect of transcript availability is more clearly illustrated in Fig. 4. For both Type 1a (processed flat f0 contour) and Type 1b (original f0 contour) speech, the availability of transcripts influences the accuracy of perceptual accent classification. With Type 1a speech (Filter & Monotone), the accuracy improves 17% relative on average. With Type 1b speech (Filter), the result shows a 23% relative gain on average. This trend further indicates the importance of having access to speech content, such as meaning, word and phoneme sequence, in accent perception.

The confusability between two of the three accents (e.g., NY is misperceived as CA) decreases significantly with access to transcripts, especially when the original f0 contour is included in the speech (Type 1a – 12% relative gain on average, Type 1b – 29% relative gain on average). These observations further suggest that the presence of the original f0 contour contribute to accent perception even when details of vowel and consonant characteristics are not present in the speech, although the accuracy may not reflect this effect directly. This understanding is important since it implies that the f0 contour can provide meaningful cues for accent classification even when
the speech signal is not clean due to environmental noise or channel issues.

Another important trend here is that, when transcripts were available, listeners were able to differentiate southern accent (MS) from non-southern accent (CA and NY) 77% of the time with only prosodic information (i.e., energy, duration, and f0 contour). This accuracy is even higher than the accuracy for California accent and New York accent with original (Type 2b - Natural) speech (up to 75% and 63%, as illustrated in Fig. 5). This indicates that characteristics of Mississippi accent may be prosodically distinct compared to non-southern accents.

The result with Type 2a (Monotone) and Type 2b (Natural) intelligible speech shows a similar but stronger trend. Regardless of the presence or absence of the original f0 contour, Mississippi accent is accurately classified 97% to 98% of the time, as illustrated in Fig. 5. This result supports Clopper's [5] observation that listeners can differentiate southern accent vs. non-southern accent (when unprocessed, natural speech is presented). Our result also confirms the importance of phonetic content (vowel and consonant characteristics) in accent perception (e.g., [5, 6]).

On the other hand, even when the original phonetic content is included in the speech, the presence of the original f0 contour contributes to accent classification (6% relative gain on average).

The effect of the presence of the original f0 contour with Type 2 intelligible speech is marginal, as can be seen in Fig. 5. However, the analysis on confusability, similarly to the case of Type 1 unintelligible (LPF text content removed) speech, shows a large reduction with the presence of the original f0 contour. The confusability between two of the three accents (e.g., CA accent is misperceived as MS accent) decreases 33% relative on average when the original f0 contour is included, although the accuracy does not directly reflect this improvement. Furthermore, to support our observations on classification accuracy and confusability, confidence ratings show similar trends. Although the numbers are not directly comparable to the accuracy or confusability measures, confidence ratings are higher when the original f0 contour is present in the speech. Overall, these trends together indicate that the presence of the original f0 contour contributes to accent perception. These findings suggest the importance of incorporating f0 characteristics for automatic accent classification and identification.

4. Accent Perception Task 2 Results

The analysis of Task 2 results focuses on the effect of the presence of the original tempo and f0 contour. For this task, the listeners were asked to classify accent types using the speech samples with the following 5 conditions:

1. Type 1 (Fast & Monotone) - processed fast tempo and flat f0 contour.
2. Type 2 (Slow & Monotone) - processed slow tempo and flat f0 contour.
3. Type 3 (Fast) - processed fast with the original f0 contour.
4. Type 4 (Slow) - processed slow with original f0 contour.
5. Type 5 (Natural) - original, unprocessed speech.

Both tempo and f0 contour were adjusted using TD-PSOLA.

The classification accuracy from Task 2 result shows a 5% relative gain on average as illustrated in Fig. 6. The confusability between two of the three accents also shows a 17% relative reduction on average. Although the accuracy does not directly reflect a reduction in confusability, these trends suggest that tempo together with the f0 contour influence accent perception. Although the classification performance is influenced differently depending on the accent type, there are consistent trends observed through accuracy and confusability rates. That is, listeners' decisions were influenced by conceptual representation of prototypical accent characteristics, which may or may not be authentic. For example, when Type 1 (Fast & Monotone) speech or Type 3 (Fast) speech was presented, New York accent was accurately perceived as New York accent more often (53%) compared to Type 2 (Slow & Monotone) speech and Type 4 (Slow) speech (53%). In the cases of confusability, New York accent was misperceived as Mississippi Accent less often (4% and 2%) compared to when Type 2 (Slow & Monotone) speech or Type 4 (Slow) speech was presented (11% and 6%). In addition, when Type 1 (Fast & Monotone) speech was presented, California accent was misperceived as New York accent more often (32%) compared to Type 2 (Slow & Monotone) speech (25%). It was also the case that California accent was more often misperceived as Mississippi accent (5%) with Type 2 (Slow & Monotone) than with Type 1 (Fast & Monotone) speech (2%). Listeners might have had a prior conceptual representation that people from New York speak fast and people from Mississippi speak slowly. These results suggest that tempo (alone or together with f0 contour) contributes to accent perception, and that conceptual representations of prototypical accent characteristics influence listeners' decisions.

6. Discussion

In the area of automatic accent classification for automatic speaker identification and ASR engines, it is important to establish human performance in order to assess the significance of...
of automatic systems, and to provide scientific insights for further advancements in speech technology. The two main observations from our results are as follows: (1) prosody (f0 contour and tempo in this study) contributes to perceptual accent classification, and (2) accent perception involves both bottom-up (e.g., acoustic input) and top-down (e.g., mental representation of prototypical accent characteristics) processing, which can be multi-dimensional. That is, the cognitive process of accent classification is based not only on pronunciation characteristics but also on other factors such as utterance content via transcripts or speech signal. This is the case even though this experiment focuses on accent/pronunciation variation and excludes other dialectal variability such as word selection. This may mean that accent classification by human perception requires somewhat meaningful, comprehensible speech samples (e.g., word, phrase, sentence, etc.), which are not necessarily the case for automatic systems.

Multidimensionality of accent perception also brings up important issues such as the relationship between listener-accent background and speaker-accent type (e.g., a listener’s familiarity with the speaker’s accent), which would affect the authenticity of the conceptual representation of prototypical accent characteristics, and therefore the accuracy of perceptual classification. As Fig. 7 illustrates, when unprocessed, natural speech was presented, listeners from all regions in the US were able to classify Mississippi accent correctly (98% to 100%). However, listeners from the southern US were not able to classify California accent and New York accent as well as listeners from western and northern US (50% vs. 73% and 79% in the case of California accent). Since the number of listeners from each region in this study was not equally distributed, this number may not provide strong indications. However, this result still points to one dimension involved in accent perception and suggests its importance.

Another dimension which needs to be considered in accent perception is content of the speech, as the results in this study indicated. Although prosody (alone or together with vowel and accent characteristics) can provide meaningful cues for perceptual accent classification, without understanding what has been said either through speech signal or through transcripts, listeners were not able to utilize the information effectively. In our previous study[13], the results indicated that comprehensibility of the speech (measured by transcription accuracy in this case) influenced the classification accuracy and confusability among different accents, especially for listeners who were unfamiliar with accents under test. Accent with higher comprehensibility was less often confused with accent that is less comprehensible. Accents that were similarly comprehensible were more often confused with each other.

Together with the observations from our previous study[13], the results in this present study point to the complexity of the cognitive process involved in accent classification. It involves bottom-up and top-down processing, and those processes are multi-dimensional and not limited to speech production characteristics such as vowel and consonant characteristics and prosody. This suggests the importance of further understanding of the cognitive process involved in accent classification in order to incorporate human and machine performance to achieve highest overall accuracy in accent classification and identification.

**7. Conclusion**

Our goal in this study has been to provide perceptual assessment of accent variations for accent identification applications. This is important in order to establish benchmark human performance to compare with automatic systems as well as to leverage perception and algorithms most effectively to achieve highest performance for both security and communication applications. Main trends indicated that (1) f0 contour and tempo characteristics contribute to accent perception, (2) listeners’ perception is influenced by the availability of utterance content (e.g., meaning, word and phoneme sequence) via intelligible speech or via transcripts when the speech is unintelligible, and (3) listeners’ decisions are affected by conceptual representation of prototypical accent characteristics. These observations suggest that listeners use both bottom-up (e.g., speech signal input) and top-down (e.g. conceptual representation of prototypical accent characteristics) processing, and it is multi-dimensional. That is, not only pronunciation characteristics but also availability of utterance content influences accent perception, although this experiment focused only on pronunciation characteristics and did not include word use that are dialect dependent. Overall, our analyses point to the importance of understanding cognitive aspects of accent variation, which will contribute to further development of speech technology, including automatic accent and speaker identification, and speech recognition.
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\[\text{(1) Due to limited space, statistical analysis results are not presented in this paper. More details are described in Ikeno[12].}\]